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Abstract
Managing complex applications over heterogeneous clouds is one of the emerging problems in the cloud era. The OASIS Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud
Applications (TOSCA) aims at solving this problem by providing a language to describe and manage complex cloud applications in a portable and vendor-agnostic way.
TOSCA permits to define an application as an orchestration of components, whose
types can specify states, requirements, capabilities and management operations — but
not how they interact with each other.
In [1, 2] , we already discussed a simple extension of TOSCA that permits describing the behaviour of a component’s management operations and their relations with
its states, requirements, and capabilities. The objective of this short report is to show
how to enrich the TOSCA modelling language to provide such extension.
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Introduction

How to flexibly manage applications over heterogeneous clouds is an hot, open
issue. In this perspective, OASIS released TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration
Specification for Cloud Applications [4, 5]), a standard to support the automated
management of complex cloud-based applications. TOSCA provides a modelling
language to describe, in a portable and vendor-agnostic way, a cloud application
and its management. An application is defined by instantiating component
types, and by connecting a component’s requirements to the capabilities of
other components. Its management can then be described by orchestrating the
operations of its components into workflow plans.
Unfortunately, the current version of TOSCA [4] does not permit to specify
the behaviour of a cloud application’s management operations. More precisely,
it is not possible to describe the order in which the management operations
of a component must be invoked, nor how those operations depend on the requirements or how they affect the capabilities of that component (and hence
the requirements of other components they are connected to). This implies that
the verification of whether a management plan is valid can only be performed
manually, with a time-consuming and error-prone process.
We already discussed how to extend TOSCA so as to specify the management
behaviour of TOSCA application components [1, 2]. Namely, the management
protocols of a component can be described by means of a finite state machine
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whose states and transitions are associated with conditions on the component’s
requirements and capabilities. Intuitively, the objective of those conditions is to
define the consistency of a component’s states and to constrain the executability
of its operations to the satisfaction of its requirements.
The objective of this short report is to show how management protocols
can be concretely represented in TOSCA. More precisely, after generalising our
previous notion of management protocols [1, 2], we illustrate how to enrich the
TOSCA modelling language to represent such protocols.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. Sect. 2 introduces TOSCA,
and Sect. 3 discuss how TOSCA can be extended to model the behaviour of
management operations. Sect. 4 draws some concluding remarks. Finally, the
Appendix shows how the (current version of) TOSCA YAML Simple Profile can
be extended to model the behaviour of management operations.
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Background: TOSCA

TOSCA [4] is an emerging standard aimed at enabling the specification of
portable cloud applications and the automation of their management. To do so,
TOSCA provides a modelling language to describe the structure of a cloud application as a typed topology graph, and its tasks as plans. More precisely, each
cloud application is represented as a ServiceTemplate (Fig. 1), consisting of
a mandatory TopologyTemplate and of optional management Plans. Generic
type definitions are also contained in the document defining the ServiceTemplate as they are referred to by the elements in its topology.

Fig. 1: TOSCA ServiceTemplate.
The TopologyTemplate is a typed directed graph describing the structure
of the composite cloud application. Its nodes (NodeTemplates) model the application components, while its edges (RelationshipTemplates) model the relations among those components. NodeTemplates and RelationshipTemplates
are typed by means of NodeTypes and RelationshipTypes, respectively. A NodeType defines (i) the observable properties of an application component, (ii)
the possible states of its instances, (iii) its requirements, (iv) the capabilities it
offers to satisfy other components’ requirements, and (v) its management operations. RelationshipTypes describe the properties of relationships occurring
among components. Syntactically, properties are described by PropertiesDe-
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finition, states by InstanceStates, requirements by RequirementDefinitions (of certain RequirementTypes), capabilities by CapabilityDefinitions
(of certain CapabilityTypes), and operations by Interfaces and Operations.
Plans instead allow to describe the management aspects of a ServiceTemplate. More precisely, each Plan is a workflow orchestrating the management
Operations offered by the application components to address (part of) the
management of the whole cloud application1 .

3

Management protocols for cloud applications

Let N be a TOSCA NodeType, and SN , RN , CN , and ON be the finite sets of
its states, requirements, capabilities, and management operations, respectively.
As we discussed in [1, 2], we want to describe whether and how the management operations of N depend on (i) other operations of the same node and/or
on (ii) operations of other nodes providing the capabilities that satisfy the requirements of N .
The first kind of dependencies can be easily described by specifying the
relationship between states and management operations of N . More precisely, to
describe the order with which the operations of N can be executed, we introduce
a transition relation τ specifying whether an operation o can be executed in a
state s, and which state is reached by executing o in s.
The second kind of dependencies can be described by associating transitions and states with (possibly empty) sets of requirements to indicate that the
corresponding capabilities are assumed to be provided. More precisely, the requirements associated with a transition t specify which are the capabilities that
must be offered to allow the execution of t. The requirements associated with
a state of a NodeType N specify which are the capabilities that must (continue
to) be offered by other nodes in order for N to (continue to) work properly.
To complete the description, we also associate to each state s of a NodeType N the capabilities provided by N in s, and to explicitly specify which
capabilities are maintained during a transition. The latter is a proper extension
that generalises our initial definition of management protocols [1, 2], where we
were assuming that all capabilities were maintained during a transition.
Definition (Management protocol). Let N = hSN , RN , CN , ON , MN i be a
NodeType, where SN , RN , CN , and ON are the finite sets of its states, requirements, capabilities, and management operations. MN = hsN , ρN , γN , τN i
is the management protocol of N , where
• sN ∈ SN is the initial state,
• ρN is a function indicating, for each state s ∈ SN , which conditions on
requirements must hold (i.e., ρN (s) ⊆ RN ),
• γN is a function indicating which capabilities of N are concretely offered
in a state s ∈ SN (i.e., γN (s) ⊆ CN ), and
• τN ⊆ SN × 2RN × 2CN × ON × SN is a set of quintuples modelling the
transition relation (i.e., hs, H, G, o, s0 i ∈ τN denotes that in state s, and if
condition H holds, o is executable and leads to state s0 — by maintaining
the capabilities in G during the transition).
1

A more detailed and self-contained introduction to TOSCA can be found in [3].
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01 <NodeType name="xs:NCName" ... >
02 ...
03 <RequirementDefinitions>
04
<RequirementDefinition name="xs:string" ... >
05
...
06
</RequirementDefinition> +
07 </RequirementDefinitions> ?
08
09 <CapabilityDefinitions>
10
<CapabilityDefinition name="xs:string" ... >
11
...
12
</CapabilityDefinition> +
13 </CapabilityDefinitions>
14
15 <InstanceStates>
16
<InstanceState state="xs:anyURI">
17
<ReliesOn>
18
<Requirement name="xs:string"/> +
19
</ReliesOn> ?
20
<Offers>
21
<Capability name="xs:string"/> +
22
</Offers> ?
23
</InstanceState> +
24 </InstanceStates> ?
25
26 <Interfaces>
27
<Interface name="xs:NCName|xs:anyURI">
28
<Operation name="xs:NCName"> ... </Operation> +
29
</Interface> +
30 </Interfaces> ?
31
32 <ManagementProtocol>
33
<InitialState state="xs:anyURI"/>
34
<Transitions>
35
<Transition sourceState="xs:anyURI" targetState="xs:anyURI"
36
operationName="xs:NCName" interfaceName="xs:NCName|xs:anyURI">
37
<ReliesOn>
38
<Requirement name="xs:string"/> +
39
</ReliesOn> ?
40
<Preserves>
41
<Capability name="xs:string"/> +
42
</Preserves> ?
43
</Transition> +
44
</Transitions> ?
45 </ManagementProtocol> ?
46 </NodeType>

Fig. 2: Extended XML description of a NodeType.
Syntactically, to represent MN we slightly extend the syntax for describing
a TOSCA NodeType (Fig. 22 ). First, we enrich the description of an InstanceState by introducing the nested elements ReliesOn and Offers (lines 17-22),
which implement the functions ρN and γN of MN . More precisely, ReliesOn
implements ρN by enabling the association between each instance state and the
set of assumed requirements, while Offers implements γN by indicating the
capabilities concretely offered in a state.
We also introduce the element ManagementProtocol (lines 32-42), that permits specifying the InitialState sN of the protocol (line 33), as well as the
Transitions characterizing the transition relation τN (lines 34-44). To effectively implement τN , Transitions permits describing the source and target
state of each Transition t ∈ τN (line 35), the management operation that corresponds to t (line 36), the condition on requirements that must hold to fire t
(lines 37-39), and the capabilities that are preserved during t (lines 40-42).
2 In the figure, we maintain the multiplicity notation introduced in the TOSCA specification [4] (i.e., “?” means that an element can appear 0 or 1 times, while “*” and “+” mean
that it appears at least 0 or 1 times, respectively).
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Example. Consider for instance the Server NodeType in Fig. 3. It is easy to see that
RServer contains only one requirement (i.e., ServerContainer), that CServer contains only
one capability (i.e., WebAppRuntime), and that the management operations in OServer
are Setup, Uninstall, Run, Stop, and Configure. Suppose also that the states in SServer
are Unavailable, Stopped, and Working.

Fig. 3: Example of NodeType.
A possible management protocol for Server is shown in Fig. 4 (and the corresponding
XML code is reported in Fig. 5). The initial state is Unavailable, and is not associated with any requirement or capability. Stopped is also not associated with any
requirement or capability, while Working specifies that the capability corresponding to
the ServerContainer requirement must be provided in order for Server to (continue to)
work properly. State Working also specifies that Server provides the WebAppRuntime
capability when in such state.

Fig. 4: Example of management protocol.
All transitions (but those involving operations Stop and Configure) bind their executability to the availability of the capability that satisfies the ServerContainer requirement. Furthermore, the only transition preserving the WebAppRuntime capability is
that involving the Configure operation).

4

Concluding remarks

In this paper we have proposed an extension of TOSCA to model the behaviour
of management operations and their relations with states, requirements, and
capabilities. More precisely, we have properly extended the formal model3 we
proposed in [1, 2], and we have shown how to enrich the TOSCA language to
permit representing such model.
3 A detailed discussion about related and future work is out of the scope of this report. It
can be found in both [1] and [2].
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00 <NodeType name="Server" ... >
01 ...
02 <RequirementDefinitions>
03
<RequirementDefinition name="ServerContainer" ... />
04 </RequirementDefinitions>
05 <CapabilityDefinitions>
06
<CapabilityDefinition name="WebAppRuntime" ... />
07 </CapabilityDefinitions>
08 <InstanceStates>
09
<InstanceState state="Unavailable"/>
10
<InstanceState state="Stopped"/>
11
<InstanceState state="Working">
12
<ReliesOn> <Requirement name="ServerContainer"/> </ReliesOn>
13
<Offers> <Capability name="WebAppRuntime"/> </Offers>
14
</InstanceState>
15 </InstanceStates>
16 <Interfaces>
17
<Interface name="Lifecycle">
18
<Operation name="Configure"> ... </Operation>
19
<Operation name="Run"> ... </Operation>
20
<Operation name="Setup"> ... </Operation>
21
<Operation name="Stop"> ... </Operation>
22
<Operation name="Uninstall"> ... </Operation>
23
</Interface>
24 </Interfaces>
25 <ManagementProtocol>
26
<InitialState state="Unavailable"/>
27
<Transitions>
28
<Transition sourceState="Unavailable" targetState="Stopped"
29
operationName="Setup" interfaceName="Lifecycle">
30
<ReliesOn>
31
<Requirement name="ServerContainer"/>
32
</ReliesOn>
33
</Transition>
34
<Transition sourceState="Stopped" targetState="Working"
35
operationName="Run" interfaceName="Lifecycle">
36
<ReliesOn>
37
<Requirement name="ServerContainer"/>
38
</ReliesOn>
39
</Transition>
40
<Transition sourceState="Working" targetState="Working"
41
operationName="Configure" interfaceName="Lifecycle">
42
<Preserves>
43
<Capability name="WebAppRuntime"/>
44
</Preserves>
45
</Transition>
46
<Transition sourceState="Working" targetState="Stopped"
47
operationName="Stop" interfaceName="Lifecycle"/>
48
<Transition sourceState="Stopped" targetState="Unavailable"
49
operationName="Uninstall" interfaceName="Lifecycle">
50
<ReliesOn>
51
<Requirement name="ServerContainer"/>
52
</ReliesOn>
54
</Transition>
55
</Transitions>
56 </ManagementProtocol>
57 </NodeType>

Fig. 5: XML fragment the management protocol in Fig. 4.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we show a possible extension of the syntax of node types
(in the current version of YAML Simple Profile of TOSCA [5]) that permit
describing their management protocols.
As shown in Fig. 6, we include the entries instance states and management protocol. As for the XML version, the instance state description allows to specify the name of a state, as well as the requirements it relies on
and the capabilities it offers (according to ρ and γ — lines 10-16). On the
other hand, the entry management protocol (lines 17-24) allows to specify the
initial state of the protocol (line 18) and the transitions characterizing its
transition relation τ (lines 20-28).
01 <node_type_name>:
02
...
03
requirements:
04
<requirement_definitions>
05
capabilities:
06
<capability_definitions>
07
interfaces:
08
<interface_definitions>
09
...
10
instance_states:
11
instance_state:
12
name: <name>
13
relies_on:
14
<list_of_requirements>
15
offers:
16
<list_of_capabilities>
17
management_protocol:
18
initial state: <state_name>
19
transitions:
20
transition:
21
source_state: <state_name>
22
target_state: <state_name>
23
operation_name: <operation_name>
24
interface_name: <interface_name>
25
relies_on:
26
<list_of_requirements>
27
preserves:
28
<list_of_capabilities>

Fig. 6: Extended YAML description of a NodeType.

